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Abstract

This paper discusses the process of developing a flexible and comprehensive model for a
bilingual corpus dictionary with a dead language, in this case, Zoroastrian Middle Persian,
as the source language, and a particular focus on accommodating termini technici and
multi-word expressions. Advanced search capabilities are achieved through the integration
of state-of-the-art technologies, with plans to further enhance the system by implementing
advanced natural language processing techniques. The project offers two distinct API
solutions to cater to diverse user needs and ensure efficient access to lexical data. One of
these is a dedicated API designed specifically for the web application. The other is a REST
API, which simplifies data access and promotes scalability. The project acknowledges the
potential for future integration with large language models, underlining the prospect for
future enhancements. This approach encourages collaboration and innovation in historical
linguistics, highlighting the crucial role of adaptable and cutting-edge technologies in
developing a robust lexicon for historical languages.
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1. Middle Persian Language and Texts
1.1 Middle Persian

Middle Persian was spoken in the province Persis (Fārs) in the first millennium CE. It
served as the official language of the Sasanian Empire (224 - 651 CE), a dominant power
beside the Roman Empire during late antiquity. Middle Persian derives from Old Persian,
the language spoken in the same area until the third century BCE. In the last centuries
of the first millennium CE, Middle Persian has developed into New Persian, the major
language of people in today’s Iran, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan. With an estimated
800,000 words, the Middle Persian corpus is undoubtedly the most comprehensive among
Old and Middle Iranian text corpora.

In the vast territory of the multi-lingual and multi-national Sasanian Empire, Middle
Persian served as a sort of lingua franca. As a vital linguistic bridge, it significantly
contributed to the transcultural communication between diverse regions and civilizations
during the first millennium CE. In this role, it enabled the exchange of ideas, knowledge,
and cultural practices and fostered a rich and interconnected environment. Middle Persian’s
prominence within the Sasanian empire highlights its importance in both the administrative
and cultural spheres, facilitating effective governance and fostering cultural communication
across the empire’s vast territories.
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One of the cultural fields in which Middle Persian played a prominent role was religion.
It was the language of choice for the documentation of numerous religious traditions,
including Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism, and Christianity. Whereas Middle Persian texts
are transmitted fragmentary to us, religious texts build the largest Middle Persian corpora.
Zoroastrian Middle Persian (ZMP) texts account for more than 85 percent of the whole
corpus, the Manichean ones to circa five percent. Administrative texts and Sasanian and
post-Sasanian inscriptions constitute the rest of the Middle Persian corpus.

Different scripts have been used to write down Middle Persian texts. Sasanian inscriptions
are written in the inscriptional Pahlavi script, Manichaean texts in the Manichaean, and
most Zoroastrian and administrative texts in the Pahlavi cursive script. In the post-
Sasanian period, Zoroastrians also used other scripts, such as Avestan and Perso-Arabic,
to document their texts.

Middle Persian texts have been written on a wide range of materials. Inscriptions are
engraved in stone and metal coins and seals, administrative texts are transmitted via
papyri, parchment, and ostraca. Most extant Zoroastrian and Manichean texts are written
on paper whereas the Zoroastrian texts written in the Pahlavi script are transmitted in
codices. Some of these texts can be dated only roughly to the last centuries of the Sasanian
period, more than half of them have been authored in the early Islamic period, specifically
in the ninth and tenth centuries CE. The oldest extant Zoroastrian codices date back to
the 14th century (Macuch, 2009; Rezania, 2023).

1.2 Zoroastrian Middle Persian

ZMP texts are of paramount importance in late antiquity, in terms of linguistic history,
history of religions, cultural development, and scientific thought. These texts not only
transmit and interpret ancient Iranian religious ideas but also showcase intellectual
connections with other religions and cultures of late antiquity. However, the current state
of scholarly engagement with these texts is uneven. While many unsophisticated texts
have been repeatedly edited, some complex texts remained relatively neglected.

The ZMP texts transmitted in codices can be categorized into the following genres:

• Zand texts, i.e. Middle Persian translations of and commentaries on the Avestan
texts

• Zand-related literature, i.e. texts based on Zand texts
• Theological works, mostly from the early Islamic period
• Juridical literature
• Moral-didactic literature
• Narrative-historical or mythological works
• Ritual literature, texts dealing with the performance of Zoroastrian rituals

In essence, ZMP literature comprises two related text layers: Zand, which is primarily a
legacy of the Sasanian period (with some later additions), and ninth-century theological
literature. An intermediate textual layer, the Zand-related literature is closely dependent
on Zand. Besides this multi-layered religious textual material, several other significant
texts have been preserved. Although these texts belong to the Zoroastrian literary corpus,
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they are not strictly religious in the narrow sense. Among them are epic texts with religious
motifs that are not part of the Zoroastrian doctrinal literature. Some of these texts were
translated into Arabic and New Persian and are frequently cited in Muslim compositions.

2. Zoroastrian Middle Persian: Digital Corpus and Dictionary
(MPCD)

A comprehensive digital corpus of Middle Persian literature is a desideratum. There are
two attempts to this end: the TITUS projectR and the Pārsīg Databasek. Both corpora
are neither based on manuscripts, nor provide an extensive annotation, nor a dictionary.
The MPCD project aims to address this gap.

To provide a platform for the study of Zoroastrian Middle Persian texts, the MPCD
projectj aims at creating an annotated corpus of ZMP texts written in Pahlavi script
and transmitted via codices. It will also provide a comprehensive corpus-based dictionary
covering the whole lemmata in the corpus. Our corpus annotation consists of four layers:

• orthographical (transliteration) and phonographical (transcription)
• grammatical (morpho-syntactic)
• semantic
• intertextual (linking Zand texts with their Avestan original)

Within the overall structure of the project, the corpus and dictionary function as closely
interrelated analytical tools. For this purpose, the project employs a web-based working
environment that facilitates collaborative work on the corpus and dictionary. For the sake
of verifiability, all texts in our corpus are linked to the images of the corresponding folios
in the codices. In doing so, users have the possibility to switch from the dictionary via the
corpus to the folio images and vice versa.

The project intends to create a platform to also be used in the future for the remaining
Middle Persian sub-corpora, as well as for the corpora of other Middle Iranian languages.
It is thus conducted with a view to the eventual creation of a complete dictionary of
Middle Persian (incorporating all of its sub-corpora) as well as to an expansion of the
corpus into the domains of other Middle Iranian languages.

3. Middle Persian Lexicography
3.1 Traditional Lexicography

Compared with ZMP, the lexicographical analysis of Manichaean Middle Persian and
Middle Persian inscriptions has progressed more significantly. Durkin-Meisterernst (2004)
nearly covers the whole Manichaean Middle Persian vocabulary, offering English equivalents,
full attestations for each lemma, and bibliographies for scholarly discussions of individual
words. This renders older lists obsolete. The vocabulary of Sasanian royal inscriptions is
documented in Back (1978), while Gignoux (1972) and Humbach & Skjærvø (1980, 1983)

R ?iiTb,ffiBimbXmMB@7`�MF7m`iX/2fBM/2t/X?iK
k ?iiTb,ffrrrXT�`bB;/�i�#�b2X+QKf
j ?iiTb,ffrrrXKT+Q`TmbXQ`;
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remain valuable resources. However, revisions and updates are needed to incorporate
newly discovered rock inscriptions, seals, and numismatic materials. The status of ZMP
literature, the most extensive corpus, remains challenging. Three dictionaries were created
in the 20th century: Nyberg (1928), MacKenzie (1971), and Nyberg (1974). These
relatively brief works, based on a few non-Zand Pahlavi texts, contain approximately 3,100
lemmata in MacKenzie’s dictionary and ca. 3,000 lemmata in Nyberg’s Manual of Pahlavi.
Although MacKenzie’s work is more popular due to its adoption of the currently preferred
transcription system, Nyberg’s entries provide references and textual quotations. Both
works contain some etymological information. For Zand literature whose vocabulary is
not included in these dictionaries, researchers must rely on lexicographical works such
as Dhabhar (1949) and Kapadia Kapadia (1953). For theological works from the early
Islamic period, the largest part of the ZMP corpus, researchers should be satisfied with
glossaries accompanying text editions. They are all valuable means, with their limitations,
however.

3.2 Digital Lexicography

The advent of digital media in lexicography has transformed the concept of a corpus and its
importance for lexicographical work (Granger et al., 2012). A digital corpus is characterized
by its interconnection with the lexicon, enabling accurate representation of various levels
of primary data, metadata, and structural and linguistic insights that can be utilized in
lexicographic analysis. By creating a mesostructure (i.e., establishing internal connections
within the lexicon) and assigning (semasiologically organized) lemmata to taxonomical
concepts, it becomes possible to implement onomasiological access to the dictionary. The
MPCD dictionary is the first attempt in Old and Middle Iranian Linguistics to fulfill this
wish.

4. Modeling a Middle Persian-English Dictionary
4.1 A Pragmatic Approach to Dictionary Compilation

To fully grasp the compilation process, it is essential to understand the joint efforts and
shared roles between philologists and computational linguists on this project. On the one
hand, philologists begin their annotation tasks utilizing computationally pre-annotated
texts as a base. On the other hand, computational linguists concentrate on creating a
platform that enables the interconnection of corpora and dictionaries. In this process,
computational linguists modify a React application developed for Kosh (Mondaca et al.,
2019), a framework designed for developing and maintaining APIs for dictionaries. The
glossaries and dictionaries added to Kosh are employed by philologists to search for and
enrich their annotations and the dictionary. To facilitate collaboration between the two
fields and to address potential issues, we jointly developed our data model using RelaxNG
Compact9, a syntax similar to EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form). This cooperative
methodology allows both teams to effectively communicate their ideas and needs. At
the same time, this model aids the computational linguists in the project in devising
a Django8-based model that relies on PostgreSQL, a relational database management
system, as its foundation. It is crucial to account for the scope of the dictionary and

9 _1G�s L:Ƕb *QKT�+i avMi�t
8 ?iiTb,ffrrrX/D�M;QT`QD2+iX+QK
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its possible complexities from the beginning, as modeling a dictionary for a relational
database requires the establishment of a flexible model. This approach helps prevent
intricate refactoring processes during the process of compiling the dictionary, which could
be difficult and time-consuming to resolve.

4.2 Dictionary Compilation as Part of the Annotation Process

In the interim period, i.e. before a common interface that integrates both the corpus
and dictionary is available to the philologists, they annotate and refine the corpus texts
on spreadsheets. A consensus has been reached between computational linguists and
philologists to employ an extended version of the CoNLL-U format e. The rationale behind
this extension is multifaceted, encompassing the provision of lexicographic data as well
as details concerning the physical location of tokens within the context of a manuscript.
Furthermore, the extension facilitates the conveyance of pertinent information regarding a
text’s metastructure, including elements such as chapters and sections, thus contributing to
a more comprehensive understanding of the text’s organization and layout. While modeling
the data in RelaxNG provides a conceptual foundation and a depiction of the desired
dictionary structure, the actual outcomes in projects are often significantly impacted by
the accessible data. As a result, our principal emphasis is to employ a pragmatic strategy.
This involves examining the existing data in the CoNLL format and to take into account
the philologists’ requirements delineated in the RelaxNG schema in order to create a
straightforward and potentially flexible data model using the Django framework.

4.3 Extending CoNLL-U for Lexicographic Purposes

In order to address specific lexicographical requirements, two additional columns have been
introduced in addition to the standard CoNLL-U “lemma” field: “meaning” (see Figure 1)
and “term_tech” (not in the Figure). The “lemma” and “meaning” columns are intended
to provide the lemma and meaning associated with each token, while the “term_tech”
column contains a selection from a finite set of values used to identify the category of the
terminus technicus if the lemma in question is such one, such as “judicial”, “religious”, and
so forth. These technical terms are translated and explained by philologists in a separate
shared spreadsheet. This serves as a foundation for the explanation of Zoroastrian technical
terms to be applied later in the dictionary. It is crucial to acknowledge that a lemma and
its corresponding meaning may not always align perfectly in a one-to-one relationship for
a given token. In other words, a single lemma could be associated with multiple meanings.
This distinction is significant and should be considered when developing the dictionary
model within the Django framework. A notable challenge encountered by the philologists
during annotation pertained to the handling of multi-word expressions (MWEs) (Měchura,
2016, 2018). MWEs are not only a crucial aspect of lexicography but also have practical
implications in our project. As computational linguists, our responsibility extends beyond
merely modeling MWEs; we must also parse this information consistently. To address
this issue, we collaborated with the philologists to denote each MWE in the extended
CoNLL-U file by marking the corresponding transcription and transliteration fields with an
underscore (Figure 2). This marker indicates the presence of an MWE. While processing
each sentence, we then search the list of parsed lemmata for the lemmata associated with
the MWE and link them accordingly.

e ?iiTb,ffmMBp2`b�H/2T2M/2M+B2bXQ`;f7Q`K�iX?iKH
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Figure 1: Snippet of the extended CoNLL-U file

Figure 2: Handling Multi-Word Expressions

5. Modeling Lexical Data with RelaxNG Compact Syntax
5.1 Using RelaxNG Compact Syntax for Effective Scholarly Modeling and

Collaboration

The RelaxNG Compact syntax is highly valued in scholarly applications for its concise
nature, expressive power, and validation capabilities. This syntax provides a clear and
succinct representation of schema specifications, facilitating easy comprehension and
modification during development. Its expressiveness allows for the creation of complex
models while still maintaining readability. The syntax’s adaptability caters to a wide
range of modeling requirements and accommodates evolving project needs. Moreover,
its compatibility fosters interdisciplinary collaboration by offering a shared language for
schema development, enhancing communication between philologists and computational
linguists. Lastly, the syntax supports XML document validation against a schema, ensuring
data integrity and early identification of potential issues. These benefits make the RelaxNG
Compact syntax suitable for scholarly projects requiring efficient collaboration and the
creation of intricate, adaptable models.

5.2 Preliminary RelaxNG Model: An Overview and Its Role in the Project

It is key to understand that the existing RelaxNG model primarily serves as a tool
for reflection, rather than a definitive schema for our project. The primary purpose
of the RelaxNG model is to foster communication between the philologists and the
computational linguists, allowing the philologists to convey their vision of the dictionary
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Figure 3: Entry element in RelaxNG - Current status

and its relationship to the corpus. Although the RelaxNG model is crucial to the overall
process, the practical implementation and effectiveness of the schema are achieved at the
Django level due to its practical implications. Figure 3 and 4 offer an overview of the
“entry” model, specifically focusing on the elements “lemma” and “hierarchizedSenses”.d.
A considerable challenge lies in identifying the most appropriate taxonomy to employ, as a
consensus has not yet been reached. The continuing discussions and adjustments will aid
in the development of a comprehensive and effective model, ensuring a solid foundation
for the integration of the dictionary and corpus.

6. Modeling Lexical Data in Django

The MPCD project has opted to employ the Django web framework due to its nature as
a proven and mature technology with a large user base and support network. This, as
evidenced by its use in a number of major open-source3 and commercialN applications,
ensures that the technical foundation of the project can remain supported beyond the
life span of the project itself. The framework’s built-in tools and ability to accommodate
varying levels of complexity contribute to streamlined project advancement and expansion.

d h?2 _2H�tL: /�i� KQ/2H 7Q` Qm` +Q`Tmb �M/ /B+iBQM�`v Bb �p�BH�#H2 QM :Bi>m#, ?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKfKB/@
/H2T2`bB�Mf`2H�tM;nKQ/2H

3 ?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKfKQxBHH�fTQMiQQM
N ?iiTb,ffrrrXBMbi�;`�KX+QKf
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Django’s features along with its modular architecture, contribute to the stability and main-
tainability of the MPCD project. The availability of a supportive community and extensive
documentation enhances the integration of various libraries and tools. Furthermore, the
implementation of a distinct app for the dictionary has the potential to streamline devel-
opment and debugging processes, due to improved code organization, maintainability, and
reusability. This methodological approach should facilitate subsequent project integrations
and augmentations, contributing to the project’s long-term viability.

6.1 Base Models

Upon examining the data in the CoNLL-U extended files and the RelaxNG model, it
becomes evident that the project must address lemmata, meanings/senses, taxonomic
references, and MWEs. Simultaneously, it is essential to develop a flexible model to handle
and organize semantic information. By considering these aspects, the resulting model will
be better equipped to manage the complexity and nuances inherent in lexical data. It is
worth noting that, as of the time of writing, the final model for the dictionary has not
been determined. Internal discussions are ongoing to establish the most suitable model.
Additionally, we are incorporating insights from our discussions with other scholars in
the field during the international workshop, “Towards a Comprehensive Middle Persian
Dictionary,” held in April 2023 at the University of Cologne. This collaborative approach
is set to significantly bolster the development of a robust and comprehensive model for
the project.

6.2 Lemma Model

At the heart of the dictionary application lie the “lemma” and “meaning” models. Although
the RelaxNG model presents a more intricate structure outlining the appearance of an
entry, the “lemma” and “meaning” models in Django are specifically designed for maximum
flexibility. These models not only mirror the columns in the CoNLL-U extended files
but also represent a graph, facilitating an adaptable and robust foundation for handling
linguistic data.

Měchura (2016, 2018) identifies the challenges associated with managing MWEs in tree
structures for lexical data and proposes addressing them as “shareable entries”. He delves
into the implications of using tree structures or graphs, especially considering the human
perspective. As humans may struggle with the sometimes intricate nature of graphs,
XML trees serve as a compromise between human comprehension and computational
processing, despite the enhanced flexibility and ease of handling offered by graphs. A
primary concern with MWEs in tree structures lies in their inability to possess multiple
parent nodes. Měchura introduces “graph-augmented trees” as a solution, enabling the
sharing of MWEs among entries and their subsequent serialization in XML, in compliance
with the XLink standard. This approach fosters more efficient and adaptable handling of
MWEs in lexicographic data. Měchura’s method aligns with a feature of the Lexical Markup
Framework (LMF)Ry, where multi-word entries can exist independently and be linked to
specific senses of other entries through their ID. Our project also adopts this strategy,
facilitating the seamless integration and management of MWEs in the lexicographic data
Ry ?iiTb,ffrrrXH2tB+�HK�`FmT7`�K2rQ`FXQ`;
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Figure 4: Selected elements from an entry in RelaxNG - Current status

structure. Currently, our software functions as a relatively basic yet efficient dictionary
writing system, and we by now have no immediate or long-term plans to offer XML-based
views to users. Nevertheless, to comprehend the process of serializing data in XML format
is essential for improving the system’s capabilities and to manage the lexicographic data
generated by our project effectively. Acquiring this knowledge will facilitate the continuous
refinement and expansion of the software, ensuring that it remains a valuable and adaptable
resource for both users and researchers.

During the development phase, we have intentionally not implemented an entry model,
as its final structure is still evolving. However, based on our current understanding,
we have identified the core components that are likely to be included in the entry. In
addition to standard elements such as word(form) and language, a lemma may possess
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Figure 5: Lemma Model in Django - Current status

related objects of the same type that can be categorized into a specific classification (e.g.,
term_tech) or classified as a MWE. Furthermore, it may have associated meanings. This
preliminary understanding informs our current approach, allowing for greater flexibility and
adaptability as the project evolves. The inherent simplicity of our system enables a lemma
to be associated with multiple lemmata and meanings, even across different languages.
Although the primary objective of this project is to develop a Middle Persian-English
dictionary, we have designed the model with the potential to create multiple dictionaries
with the existing lemmata, rather than exclusively focusing on a single language pair. This
flexibility allows for broader applications and adaptability in various linguistic contexts.

6.3 Meaning Model

The meaning model (Figure 6) is simple, yet effective. It comprises the meaning itself, an
associated language, and a boolean flag indicating whether the meaning is related to a
lemma. This design choice stems from the existence of another model, section, which can
have a meaning. Sections are especially useful for sentences, as we consider them as ranges
of tokens. By incorporating this boolean field, we can more efficiently filter meanings
without the need to create additional models for sentence translations or other potential
objects that may require translations in the future. This streamlined approach promotes
versatility and adaptability for a variety of translation requirements.
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Figure 6: Meaning Model in Django - Current status

6.4 Token Model

At the heart of the platform lies the token model, which has been designed to connect with
one or more lemmata and meanings. This design allows lemmata and meanings to relate
to each other, with the relationship originating from the lemma. Although the relationship
is symmetrical, enabling access to the lemma from the meaning, it must be initiated from
the lemma. By parsing data from the extended CoNLL-U files, we can create lemmata
along with their associated meanings and independently link lemmata and meanings to
a token. This approach enables us to access tokens within meanings, providing us with
increased flexibility and adaptability in managing the corpus data.

7. Exploring Middle Persian Lexical Resources
7.1 APIs for Efficient and Collaborative Historical Linguistics Research

APIs function as vital intermediaries that enable communication and data exchange between
disparate software components, playing a critical role in modern software development.
As highlighted by Amundsen (2020), they offer several key advantages, including reduced
computational time and cost, facilitated ease of computations, and the ability to tackle
previously unresolved issues. Furthermore, APIs contribute to standardization by providing
a consistent and structured method for software components to interact, simplifying the
development process. They also promote modularity, allowing developers to create and
modify individual components without disrupting the entire system, thus enhancing
maintainability and flexibility. APIs facilitate extensibility, as they enable software to be
easily expanded or integrated with new features and services. Additionally, they improve
security by enabling controlled access to specific functionalities, ensuring that sensitive
data remains protected. APIs hold significant relevance for lexical data in historical
languages such as Middle Persian, primarily due to their capacity to facilitate access,
promote interoperability, and support data enrichment. By offering standardized methods
for interaction between software applications, APIs enable researchers and developers to
access linguistic information without in-depth knowledge of the underlying data structure.
This accessibility encourages collaboration and allows for integration of lexical data from
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Figure 7: Token Model in Django - Current status

various sources, fostering innovative research approaches and insights. Furthermore, APIs
enable efficient updating and customization, ensuring that users have access to the most
current and accurate information tailored to their specific research needs. In the context
of the project, two distinct APIs have been developed: a REST (Representational State
Transfer) API (Fielding, 2000) and a GraphQL API (GraphQL, 2021). Each offers unique
advantages that cater to different user requirements and preferences, enhancing efficiency,
flexibility, and collaboration across various platforms and systems. The MPCD project has
been designed with an API-centric approach. Through its web application, it offers access to
APIs for both the dictionary and corpus apps, which are supported by Django and specific
API libraries. Furthermore, the web application displays the most recent publications
related to the project through the Zotero API. A team of philologists diligently curates a
Zotero catalog featuring a comprehensive bibliography of Middle Persian literature and
publications associated with the project.

7.2 REST API

The REST API follows a well-defined architectural style, which simplifies the development
process due to its standardized and straightforward nature. It is designed to support
scalability, thereby ensuring seamless access to data and services as the user base grows.
Moreover, the REST API enables caching of responses, reducing the load on servers and
enhancing performance for frequently accessed data. To further facilitate the development
process and improve accessibility for developers, we have integrated a comprehensive and
interactive documentation interface for the API. This integration allows developers to
explore the API’s endpoints, understand the data structures, and test API requests and
responses directly within the documentation. By providing this interface, we aim to foster
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a user-friendly environment for developers to interact with and utilize our lexical data in a
more efficient and effective manner.

7.2.1 Integration with Large Language Models

The adoption of a REST API offers significant advantages, such as the potential for
interoperability with large language models. This approach enables seamless integration
of our lexical data with advanced natural language processing systems, supporting the
development of plugins to enhance user experience and expand the applications of historical
language data. The flexibility of this project promotes collaboration and innovation within
the field of historical linguistics, aligning it with the rapidly evolving sphere of artificial
intelligence and language modeling research. Using APIs has been proven to be effective
when applied to models with fewer parameters than large-scale language models, indicating
promising future developments in this area (Schick et al., 2023).

7.3 GraphQL API

The GraphQL API offers flexible querying, allowing clients to request precisely the data
they need, which results in enhanced efficiency by reducing the amount of unnecessary
information transferred. The GraphQL API uses a single endpoint for all data requests,
simplifying the management of multiple resources and streamlining the development
process. One of the reasons GraphQL has become so popular among frontend developers is
its ability to enhance productivity and improve the overall development experience. With
its strong typing system, developers can easily discover the available data and understand
the structure of the API, which leads to fewer errors and better maintainability.

7.4 React Web Application

In our web application, which is built using the React JavaScript library and the Relay
data-fetching framework, we have opted to employ the GraphQL API. This choice offers
several advantages in the context of a React-based application. GraphQL’s flexibility in
querying allows the React components to request precisely the data they need, ensuring an
efficient data transfer and minimizing over-fetching. This feature is particularly beneficial
in the context of a dynamic web application, where various components might have specific
data requirements. Furthermore, the combination of GraphQL with Relay allows for
seamless integration with the React library, enabling efficient and scalable data-fetching
operations. Relay manages the GraphQL requests and optimizes data fetching, reducing
the complexity of managing data within the application and promoting a more maintainable
codebase.

8. Search

One of the most pertinent features a dictionary should possess is a well-organized
macrostructure to facilitate effective information retrieval. Digital dictionaries hold a
distinct advantage over their printed counterparts in terms of accessing efficient search
modalities, as opposed to the wordlists commonly found in printed dictionaries. Although
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traditional databases, including both NoSQL and SQL types, offer full-text search capabil-
ities, they are not specifically designed for search purposes like dedicated search engines.
To address this need, we employ ElasticsearchRR as a search engine, enhancing the search
experience and improving the overall usability of the digital dictionary.

8.1 Main Search Modi

Prefix, regular expression (regexp), match, and wildcard searches are advantageous for
retrieving lexical data due to their ability to accommodate diverse query patterns and
efficiently filter relevant information from extensive datasets. These search techniques
enable users to explore linguistic data with greater precision and flexibility. Prefix searches
allow users to identify words or phrases beginning with a specified sequence of characters,
which is particularly helpful when investigating lexical data for morphological patterns or
etymological connections. By focusing on the initial characters, prefix searches facilitate the
discovery of related terms and enable researchers to gain insights into language structure
and development. Regular expression searches, or regexp searches, offer a powerful method
for retrieving lexical data based on complex patterns. By employing a combination of
symbols and characters, users can create highly specific search criteria that match a
wide variety of linguistic patterns. This flexibility allows researchers to uncover intricate
relationships between words or phrases and investigate language phenomena that may
otherwise be difficult to discern. Match searches provide a more straightforward approach
to lexical data retrieval, locating exact or partial matches within the dataset. This method
proves advantageous in cases where users are searching for specific terms or phrases, as
it ensures that only the most relevant results are returned. Match searches contribute
to the efficiency and accuracy of information retrieval in linguistic research. Wildcard
searches introduce an additional layer of flexibility by allowing users to substitute one or
more characters within a search query with a wildcard symbol. This functionality enables
researchers to locate words or phrases with varying character combinations, accommodating
uncertain or incomplete search criteria.

8.2 Implementing Semantic Search

Elasticsearch enables the incorporation of vector embeddings into the search process, an
approach commonly referred to as semantic search. The advantage of this method lies in
its ability to retrieve documents, lemmata, or meanings that are related to the search term
or the terms found, based on their appearance in a corpus or their relationships within a
language model. While numerous embedding models are available for English, resources
for Middle Persian are lacking. Consequently, the initial implementation of vector search
will focus on representing Middle Persian meanings in English. For this purpose we will
develop a word-embedding model for Middle Persian. This approach aims to facilitate the
discovery of meaningful connections and insights in Middle Persian linguistic data, thereby
enhancing the overall search experience and supporting more comprehensive research.

9. Future Enhancements
Integrating a dictionary with a corpus requires technical development and effective com-
munication between philologists and computational linguists. As we continue to refine
RR ?iiTb,ffrrrX2H�biB+X+Qf
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and expand this integration, we are actively seeking areas for improvement and further
development.

In an effort to facilitate access to our data for as many researchers as possible, we will
provide our corpus data in both TEI and CoNLL formats. Moreover, we might be able
to make our lexical data available in both TEI-Lex0 (Tasovac et al., 2018) and Ontolex
(McCrae et al., 2017) formats. Additionally, we aim to integrate our data with large
language models, which are undergoing rapid development at the time of writing.
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